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Ch.WhatBooks and Burials Tell Us?
Vedas: Initially, the Rigveda was not in written form, but was passed on orally. Knowledge passed
on in this way is known as ‘Shruti’. The Vedic teachers took great care to teach students to
pronounce words and memorise hymns correctly.
Sanskrit and Other Languages: Scholars have discovered many similarities between Sanskrit and
European languages such as Latin, English and German. Historians came to the conclusion that
Sanskrit belongs to the Indo-European group of languages. Other languages like Hindi, Kashmiri,
Sindhi, etc. also belong to the same group.
Skeleton Studies: Study of the bone structure helps to differentiate between male and female
skeletons. The hip or the pelvic area of a woman is generally larger than a man.
Special Burial at Inamgaon: We find burials dated back to 3600 and 2700 years ago. Adults were
generally buried in the ground. Special mention may be made of a man who was found buried in a
large, four-legged clay jar in the courtyard of a five-roomed house.
Writing Evidence: First evidence of writing in China was found 3500 years ago. These writings
were on animal bones and were called oracle bones. However, the Chinese did not know the use
of iron.
Other languages: Tamil, Telugu, Kannada and Malayalam belong to the Dravidian family and the
languages spoken in Jharkhand and parts of Central India belong to the Austro-Asiatic family.
Megaliths: These literally mean big stones, which were used by early men to spot burial sites.
Read the above passage throughly and try to understand and give the answer of the following
question:
1.What is Scholars discovered about the Language?
2.When and Where was first writing evidence is found?
3.What is Megaliths?
4.Name some Language's?
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